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FLUKE 87-5
INDUSTRIAL MULTIMETER

Product Code  : FL87VKIT1

FLUKE 435II
POWER QUALITY  

AND  
ENERGY ANALYZER
Product Code  : FL435IIKIT1

FLUKE 754
DOCUMENTING PROCESS  

CALIBRATOR-HART
Product Code  : FL754KIT1

FLUKE 1730/US
THREE-PHASE POWER LOGGER 

Product Code  : FL1730KIT1

FLUKE 975
AIRMETER™ 

Product Code  : FL975KIT1

FLUKE 381
TRMS AC/DC CLAMP  

METER WITH IFLEX™
Product Code : FL381KIT1

FLUKE 1735
THREE-PHASE  

POWER LOGGER
Product Code  : FL1735KIT1

FLUKE 922
AIRFLOW METER

Product Code  : FL922KIT1

FLUKE VT02
VISUAL IR THERMOMETER

INTERESTING  
OFFERS

- Measures up to 1000V AC/DC
- Measure up to 10A, 20A for up to 30 seconds
- Frequency to 200 kHz and % duty cycle
- Resistance, continuity and diode test
- Min/Max-Average recording with Min/Max Alert

- Power inverter efficiency 
- PowerWave data capture
- Energy loss calculator
- Troubleshoot real-time
- Safety Rating : 600V CATIV / 1000V CATIII
- Automatic trending
- System-Monitor 
- Logger function : Memory for up to 600 parameters (user defined)
- View graphs and generate reports with software
 

-  Measures volts, mA, RTDs, thermocouples,  
frequency, and ohms 

-  Source/Simulate volts, mA, thermocouples, RTD,  
frequency, ohms and pressure

- Holds up to a full week of downloaded procedures and calibration results
-  Autostep, custom units, user entered values during test, one-point and two-point 

switch testing, square root DP flow testing, programmable measurement  
delay, and more

- As-found/as-left procedures
- HART communication capabilities

- Key measurements : Voltage, current, power, power factor and associated values
- More than 20 separate logging sessions can be stored on the instrument
- Complete “in-the-field” setup through the front panel
- Safety rating : 600V CATIV / 1000V CATIII
-  Application Software : Download and analyze a snapshot of your energy  

savings potential

- Simultaneously measures, logs, and displays temperature, humidity, CO2, and CO
- Wet bulb and dew point temperature
- % of outside air calculation
- CO2 and CO field calibration feature
- Self-test function at startup
- Min/Max/Average
- Metric or standard units
- Audible and visual threshold alarms
-  Extensive discrete or continuous data logging capacity,  

downloadable to PC via USB interface

-  Wireless technology allows the display to be carried up to 30 ft.  
away from the point of measurement

- Measure AC Current via iFlex up to 2500A AC
- Measure AC/DC Voltage up to 1000V
- CATIV 600V, CATIII 1000V 
- Proprietary inrush measurement technology
- Integrated low pass filter and state of the art signal processing

- Record power and associated parameters for up to 45 days

- Monitor maximum power demand over user-defined averaging periods

- Prove the benefit of efficiency improvements with energy consumption tests

- Measure harmonic distortion caused by electronic loads

- Improve reliability by capturing voltage dips and swells from load switching

- Measure all three phases and neutral with included 4 flexible current probes

- View graphs and generate reports with included Power Log software

- Compact, rugged design with IP65 case, 600 V CAT III and two-year warranty

- Measure air pressure, air velocity, air flow (volume), temperature
- Min/Max/Average/Hold functions
- Colored hoses help proper interpretation of pressure readings
- Resolution down to 0.001 in H2O
- 99 point data storage capacity

- Temperature Range : -10 to 250°C (14 to 482°F)
- On-screen emissivity correction
- Thermal heat map overlay : five blending modes
- Field of view : 20° x 20°

$539Revised Price 

FREE with purchase  

FREE with purchase 
Fluke 1AC-A1-II 
VoltAlert

Fluke 324
TRMS  
Clamp  
Meter

Fluke 117 
/EFPS
Multimeter

Fluke 62MAX+ 
IR Thermometer

Fluke C550 
Tool Bag

$460
$9275

$7001

$3195

$3968

$599

$3999

$703

FLUKE VT04
VISUAL IR THERMOMETER

- Temperature Range : -10 to 250°C (14 to 482°F)
- PyroBlend™ Plus optic *4x sharper image than VT02
- Field of view : 28° x 28°
- Hi/Lo temperature alarm
- Time lapse image capture
- Automated monitoring alarm
- Built-in digital camera $749Revised Price 

FREE with purchase  
Fluke TPAK ToolPak™

Value of  $49

Value of  $39

FREE with purchase  
Fluke 324
TRMS Clamp 
Meter

Fluke 117/EFPS
Multimeter

Value of  $378

FREE with purchase  
Fluke TPAK ToolPak™

Value of  $49

FREE with purchase  
Fluke 324
TRMS Clamp 
Meter

Fluke 117/EFPS
Multimeter

Value of  $378

FREE with purchase  
Fluke 323 
TRMS Clamp 
Meter

Fluke 115/EFPS 
Multimeter 

Value of  $319

Value of  $641.95

FREE with purchase  

Fluke 324
TRMS  
Clamp  
Meter

Fluke 117 
/EFPS
Multimeter

Fluke 62MAX+ 
IR Thermometer

Fluke C550 
Tool Bag

Value of  $641.95


